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Abstract

This study aims to analyze the agreement of service innovation using contingency approach (manager personality, organizational structure) moderated by leadership agility. The study has been carried out on Islamic banking companies' managers in Indonesia, from East Java and Yogyakarta region using purposive sampling technique with questionnaire and interviews as the method of data collection. The total number of respondents in the sample is 184. This sample is then analyzed using Euclidean Distance Simple Regression and Simple Regression Moderation method. The results prove that: (1) there is a partial fit between incremental strategy with reactive personality and mechanical organizational structure, which increases the service performance; (2) there is a partial fit between radical strategy with proactive personality and organic organizational structure, which increases the service performance; (3) leadership agility is able to strengthen the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy and reactive personality toward service performance; (4) leadership agility is able to strengthen the fit the relationship between radical innovation strategy and proactive personality toward service performance; (5) leadership agility is able to strengthen the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy and mechanical organizational structure toward service performance; and (6) leadership agility is able to strengthen the fit of the relationship between radical innovation strategy and organic organizational structure toward service performance.
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1. Introduction

Currently, Islamic banking is facing a number of challenges amid the Covid-19 pandemic. The condition of Islamic banking industry could deteriorate earlier than the conventional banking industry; which may reduce the competitiveness of Islamic banking. This is because many people move their funds to conventional banks. Some problems faced by Islamic banking industry are liquidity problems and non-performing financing (NPF) ratios, so that they lose revenue from financing and profit sharing because some customers enter a period of default. It is commonly known that Islamic banks operate without relying on interest, but it operates with profit sharing and margin systems (Republika, May 2020). The risk of macro conditions is naturally affected with the concept of Islamic businesses. First, the basic concept of Islamic business is that it must be fair, balanced, and maslahat. Second, the concept of Islamic business must be fair because of the principle of profit sharing (Finansial Bisnis, May 2020).

Although the government has provided relaxation for banking customers, including for Islamic banking, Islamic banks are currently required to think creatively and smartly, not giving up easily, and must be smart enough to take advantage of all the benefits of existing policies and opportunities by having strategies and policies that can attract its customers who are predominantly Islamic (Republika, July 2020). In terms of financing aspects, Islamic banking is also expected to be able to provide the best solutions for its customers, such as restructuring, additional financing...
periods, or provide a grace period of payment. In terms of funding aspects, Islamic banking must be able to attract customers to save their money in the form of savings, current accounts, and deposits (Republika, July 2020).

The existence of the external environmental pressure requires Islamic banking managers to have a service innovation strategy that is right on target so that it can be implemented efficiently and effectively (Kartika, et al., 2020). If Islamic banking wants to get out of a downturn then Islamic banking managers cannot and should not use old methods in marketing their products and services, as well as in managing their companies. It is because of the fact that the Covid-19 pandemic has deconstructed the Islamic banking system and order which was running normally so far. Islamic banking managers must immediately adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic and new normal era (in Indonesia) both incrementally and radically for improving the company service performance. Incremental innovation strategy can be done since it is used to bring in small changes to the existing processes or services, and it rarely makes an impact on changes in organizational structure. Otherwise, radical innovation strategy is done to make changes fundamentally and introduce completely new ways in the process of organization and services (Muluk 2008; Hilda 2014).

In implementing a service innovation strategy, Islamic banking should consider a contingency approach, so that it is able to further improve the performance of the company (Hodge, et al., 2003; Muafi & Kusumawati, 2020), such as the manager’s personality (Allport, 1937; Muafi, et al., 2020; Ashton, 1998; Kickul & Gundry 2002) and organizational structure of the company (Schuler & Jackson 1987; Streers, 1977; Robbins, 1991). Another important matter that becomes a fundamental problem is the need for companies to have high leadership agility from each leader (Lediju 2016; Joiner 2019; Joiner 2009a; 2009b; Joiner, Josephs 2007), especially in Islamic banks (Muafi & Uyun 2018). They must be able to lead the company effectively in a time of rapid and complex environmental changes (Joiner, 2009a; 2009b; 2009c). This study uses contingency approach, because the service innovation strategy that is chosen to face certain situations depend on the type of the situation. In other words, it is contingent on the situation, especially during Covid-19 pandemic and new normal situation.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Personality and Service Innovation Strategy

Allport (1937) defined personality as “the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his surrounding environment”. Personality is also the total number of innate or hereditary tendencies with various influences from the environment and education that shape it. Although there is not a single accepted definition for all personality theories yet, it can be said that personality is related to the nature that contributes to individual differences in behaviour, the consistency of behaviour over time, and the stability of behaviour throughout a situation. Personality has a unique nature characteristics because it can be considered common to several groups or carried by all species, although the pattern for each individual has significant difference (Koeswara, 1991). It can be concluded that personality is a relatively permanent characteristic pattern and unique characteristics that provide consistency and individuality of a person’s behaviour (Feist & Feist 2008; Koeswara 1991; Suryabrata 2005; Robbins & Judge, 2013; Jannah, 2016; Soebachman 2011).

In different typologies, (Dubrin, 1996; Crant, 1995; 1996, 2000; Crant & Bateman, 2000; Chiew & Braver 2016; 2011; 2013; 2014) divided personality into two types: proactive and reactive. Proactive personality is defined as the personal disposition of someone who is never limited by environmental pressure, thus he is able to create the required changes in the environment. This occurs because of the interaction between people and their surrounding environment. Proactive personality is characterized as a personality which is smart in seeing opportunities, have active ideas and initiatives, resilient in dealing with changes, and brave enough to face risks (Crant 1995; 1996, 2000; Crant & Bateman 2000). On the other hand, reactive personality comes into action primarily because of the stimulus beforehand and the presence of disturbance, so that they tend to react in the task of achieving goals. The characteristics of someone with reactive personality are lesser ability to see opportunities, rigid, prefer to avoid risks, and reach for results when facing threats (Chiew & Braver, 2016; 2011; 2013; 2014). A person who has a reactive personality will react spontaneously when there is a threat from the external environment which pressures him to act against his values. It is also added by Chiew & Braver, 2016; 2011; 2013; 2014) that reactive behavior will change if it is required, but people with reactive personality tend to blame things on other circumstances or people.

Bateman & Crant (1993) found that proactive personality will be able to influence company performance. On the contrary, the research findings from Ashton (1998) stated that someone who has a reactive personality can reduce organizational performance. Regarding the strategic orientation of the company, it turns out that a manager’s personality can influence the way of thinking and strategic orientation to make strategic decisions in improving organizational performance. When someone has a proactive personality, he will have compatibility by implementing prospector strategic orientation in improving organizational performance. Kickul & Gundry (2002) concluded that prospector strategy can be used as a key weapon in choosing and implementing
strategies related to the proactive personality of the manager. When there is a mistake in implementing the strategies, the organizational performance will decrease. Innovation is always required so that managers can increasingly face the pressure of a threatening and hostile external environment (Wu et al., 2018). A prospector strategy means that managers are increasingly encouraged to look for new opportunities both in finding markets, producing products, technology, and new services to continue innovating. Managers must be able to explore opportunities and create innovative change. Creativity and innovation are necessary so that the company can continue to survive and even have improved performance. The opposite of the prospector strategy is the defender strategy.

Defender strategy is a corporate strategy in maintaining existing markets by offering low prices (low cost leadership) (David, 2001). It is also added by Ahadiat (2003) that when a company runs a prospector strategy, it means that it is almost always constantly looking for market opportunities, and always experimenting on potential responses from developing environmental trends. The company can be the creator of change and can create uncertainty for its competitors. The company’s attention places too much emphasis on the innovation aspect, so efficiency cannot be fully achieved and considered. Instead, the defender strategy is run by companies that have a narrow product-market domain. The top managers of this type of organization must be highly skilled in the area of organizational operations. They tend to not explore opportunities outside the domain. As a result of this narrow focus, organization will rarely make major changes in technology, structure, and method of operation. The company emphasizes more on improving the efficiency of operations that have already been carried out.

Ramdani et al. (2017) found that when companies implement a cost leadership strategy with a stable environment, company managers will generally be confronted with personality consciousness. Conversely, company managers who have an openness to experience personality will tend to be faced with a dynamic environment so that it has a higher performance level. Nadkarni & Herrmann (2010) in their research recommended that proactive managers will always have a flexibility strategy. This is because the manager’s personality can reduce or even increase the orientation of strategic flexibility that he has decided. Managers must be proactive, flexible, and quick in responding to changing environments. In the study conducted by Aronson et al. (2008), it is stated that a team that develops innovation will work in a context with high uncertainty.

Empirically, it turns out that there is a role of the leader’s personality in the success of two different types of New Product Development teams: radical and incremental. Using the five-factor personality model as a framework, the results of the study concluded that NPD leaders must have emotional awareness and stability for their success. In addition, it depends on the type of innovation to be chosen. It is strongly supported that the NPD team who works on radical innovation would benefit from openness. Radical NPD teams operate under market conditions and technical uncertainty. A more open leader must easily encourage and handle new ideas which are needed to manage radical innovation. The research results from Aronson et al. (2008) are also supported by Waheed & Dastgeer (2019), who stated that managers who have a proactive personality will tend to have radical creativity, and vice versa.

H1. The higher the degree of fit between incremental strategy and reactive personality, the higher the service performance would be.

H2. The higher the degree of fit between radical strategy and proactive personality, the higher the service performance would be.

2.2. Organizational Structure and Service Innovation Strategy

The high demand of the Islamic banking business has made an impact on the difficulty of companies to build flexible and innovative organizational structures. The turbulence in the digitalization of information technology forces organization to be more responsive and proactive to have innovative and communicative changes (Kartika et al. 2020). When a company has a bureaucratic and mechanistic organizational structure, it will be hit by the pressure of a volatile external environment. It also works the other way round; when a company chooses an organic organizational structure, the company will be more flexible in anticipating environmental changes that occur outside the company. In fact, there is an appropriate way when an organization wants to design its organizational structure. Negandhi (1975) recommended to study about the characteristics that occur in bureaucratic rules as well as the reasons and consequences of the formation of organizational structure when manager wants to design the organization. This is because it will have an impact on the behavior and strategic decision making of the manager. Therefore, it is expected to have an impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization in the long term.

Robbins (1991) emphasized that organizational structure will follow organization’s strategy. Organizations that formulate and implement strategies appropriately will be able to produce increased organizational performance. Therefore, a fit between the organizational structure and organizational strategy is required. From the beginning, Chandler (1962) has described the relationship pattern between strategic formulation, administrative issues, and organizational performance. In formulating organizational strategy, the
company will be confronted with new administrative issues. When organizational performance decreases, the company should establish a new organizational structure so that organizational performance can be targeted for improvement. It should be noted that bigger companies will be required to add more power by giving new positions. This will have an impact on the wider decision making distance. On the one hand, increasing decentralization in organizations will often be able to achieve effectiveness and efficiency. Employees will be happy because there is transparent, innovative reciprocal communication, and that organizational performance should improve even if there is no guarantee (Setiawan & Novotasari, 2018).

It is known that organizational structure can be divided into two, namely mechanistic and organic structures. Both of these typologies have opposing continuum and different characteristics (Setiawan & Novotasari, 2018). Mechanistic and organic are two opposing poles of the continuum which have characteristics that differ from one another. Mechanistic organizational structure have the characteristics of: (1) more rigid; (2) the environment faced tends to be stable and predictable; (3) have more emphasis on specialization; (4) the clarity of rights, obligations, and responsibilities of the position; (5) the existence of structure hierarchy, authority, and vertical communication flow; and (7) emphasizes the aspects of efficiency and is more formal because everyone is controlled and supervised by one supervisor so that the range of control is small. Whereas, organic organizational structure is characterized as: (1) flexibility; (2) volatile environment; (3) non-specialization; (4) More flexible and lateral communication flow; and (5) knowledge that can be sourced from anywhere and not only be consumed by top level management (Setiawan & Novotasari, 2018; Hall, 1972; Robbins, 1991; Hage, & Aiken, 1962; Robbins, Coulter, 2012).

The research results from Covin & Slevin (1989) found that high organizational performance will be achieved when the company can control hostile environment by creating internal administrative structure and organic organizational structure. This result is supported by Dewar and Dutton (1986) who stated that in adopting radical innovation, bigger companies tend to have more technical specialization. The results found no relationship between adoption of innovation types and decentralized decision making, managerial attitudes toward change, and information on the external parties. Company leaders who try to adopt technical process innovation do not need to worry in modifying the centralization of decision making, managerial attitudes, and information on external parties (Kumari, 2018). This also applies equally to managers who try to adopt other types of innovation. It is emphasized that all of these still need human capital that functions as a technical specialist and facilitator in the adoption of technical innovations.

Furthermore, in overcoming business growth bottlenecks, companies must have knowledge about the types of innovations that must be adopted. Contingency approach will always be related to incremental and radical innovation characteristics that is reflected in technological innovation, managerial innovation, institutional innovation, and marketing innovation in various stages of business growth. Companies must choose the right innovation strategy that is in accordance with the stages of their life cycle (Hui & Qing-xi, 2006). The recommendation from the study conducted by Hui & Qing-xi (2006) explained that the innovative strategic decision for technology intensive company needed to pay attention to several stages. In the early stages or decline, companies must adopt radical innovations for technology, management, institutions, and marketing. In the growth stage, companies must adopt radical innovations for institutions, and incremental innovation for technology, management, and marketing. Lastly, in the maturity stage, companies must adopt incremental innovations for institutions, management, and marketing, but incremental and radical innovations will apply to technology (Hui & Qing-xi, 2006).

H3. The higher the degree of fit between incremental strategy and mechanical organizational structure, the higher service performance would be.

H4. The higher the degree of fit between radical strategy and organic organizational structure, the higher service performance would be.

2.3. Service Innovation Strategy (Incremental vs. Radical)

Companies should consider the aspects of internal capability in addition to the external environment. This is very important considering the business strategy that is implemented must focus on both aspects (Armstrong, 2003). Miles & Snow (1978) introduced a more comprehensive typology of strategy by dividing it into four: prospector, analyzer, defender, and reactor. Linked with human resource management literature, Schuler & Jackson (1987) introduced three strategies which refer to Porter’s strategy: innovation, quality enhancement, and cost reduction (low cost). The inherent characteristic of Porter’s strategy classification is similar to the one classified by Miles and Snow. Defender (Miles and Snow, 1978) is similar to low cost and efficiency (Porter). On the contrary, prospector (Miles and Snow, 1978) is similar to differentiation/innovation (Porter, Miller and Friesen) (Kumar et al., 1997).

The use of incremental and radical strategies has also become a matter of debate among managers, especially in companies having cross-border operations (Sen & Ghandforoush, 2018; Banerjee & Cole, 2011). When an
organization makes changes in services and processes that are not prominent and large, means that the company has carried out an incremental innovation which is not expected to have a significant impact on the existing organizational structure. On the other hand, when a company makes a radical change, it means that there are fundamental changes which are completely different and new, both in the process and services offered in a routine, varied, and instrumental way (Muluk, 2008; Hilda, 2014; Soleh, 2008). In radical innovation, it requires high costs and relatively long time for it to be accepted by the market. Companies must be careful in order not to deal with failures (Hartanto & Sugandha, 2019). The research findings from Sen and Ghandforoush (2018) strengthened that IT managers in India believe that radical innovation can be considered as a growth strategy that aims to increase competitive advantage. This can accelerate economic growth in other developing countries. It is affirmed by Abiodun (2017) that a country’s economic growth is driven by innovation and entrepreneurship. The results of the study conducted by Gronum et al. (2012) explained that product innovation, process innovation, and administrative innovation all have impacts on the improvement of company performance. Radical innovation mediates the relationship between process, product, and administrative innovation on company performance.

On the other hand, incremental innovation mediates the relationship between process and product innovation and company performance. The research conducted by Gronum et al. (2012) found no evidence that incremental innovation mediates the relationship between administrative innovation and company performance. However, innovation is needed to improve the company’s performance and competitiveness (Gronum et al., 2012). With the increase of international competition and rapid technological changes, companies are advised to innovate because innovation is going to be very important for companies that are technology intensive, thus they will have a sustainable competitive advantage (Hui & Qing-xi, 2006).

The main focus of this study is service performance that is measured from (Cronin & Taylor 1992; 1994; Dharmayanti, 2006; Lestari & Laode, 2018) customer satisfaction and customer loyalty based on the company service performance that is provided to its customers. Customers look for information when they interact with service provider by conducting evaluation on the provided services. The principle is that customers value an operational activity from the part that is seen and understood by the customers only when the moment of truth process occurs (Lestari & Laode, 2018). Service performance must be a very important factor to be considered by every banking industry in order to be able to present a good moment of truth in the minds of customers who are expected to decide the determinants of service quality. Cronin and Taylor (1994) suggested five service performance indicators or SERVPERF, namely; time, accessibility, completeness, courtesy, and responsiveness.

2.4. The Moderation Role of Leadership Agility

The moderating role of leadership agility in analyzing the appropriateness of the relationship between the company’s business strategies in improving the performance of banking services is an interesting strategic issue that needs to be studied. This is important since some research findings reveal that leadership can moderate the influence of contingency variables with organizational performance (Yeh et al., 2016; Ximenes et al., 2019; Sari, 2013; Hutagalung, 2016). Muafi and Uyun (2018) found that leadership agility can be used to increase organizational innovation and reduce imitation behavior. Leaders must be able to seize opportunities amid increasing uncertainty and complexity, and they must have priorities for success (Muafi & Uyun, 2018; Joiner, Josephs, 2007; Joiner, 2009a; 2009b; Lediju, 2016; Rizan et al., 2020).

Organizations need agile leaders so that company goals can be achieved (Lediju, 2016). This condition is required so that the organizations can become competitive and have an above average competitive advantage compared to their competitors (Detollenaere, 2017). A leader means someone who is in a position of authority that is appointed and someone who is given responsibility for managing the affairs of the organization as well as making decisions within specified limits (Rizan et al., 2020; Lediju, 2016). McKenzie & Aitken (2012) added that agile leaders will have the skills to handle tensions caused by seemingly conflicting requirements. This can be done by reconciling local needs with collective interests, negotiating differences in individual and organizational performance priorities, and evaluating the sources of past success. Conducive conditions are needed for knowledge sharing, learning, engagement, and collaboration.

Joiner (2019) emphasized that leadership agility is able to play its role in creating an agile organization and is needed as a framework to understand that leadership agility can work within the organization. Yeh et al. (2016) examined the role of personality and leadership in influencing efficiency in the service organization environment. It turns out that both leadership and personality contribute to the success and failure of a unit and interact to moderate organizational performance. However, only openness can improve leader efficiency under a high initiation structure and low consideration leadership style. The results of the research also recommended personality as one of the factors that needs to be considered when choosing the leader of a work unit. Therefore, organizations need to choose the right person by making conformity between individuals and organizations.
which in turn can improve organizational performance. This was also strengthened by Ximenes et al. (2019) who said that entrepreneurial leadership has a role of a moderator in the relationship between high-performance work systems (HPWS) and employee creativity which makes an impact on employee performance. HPWS is a comprehensive work system that can vertically link with the company’s business strategy, culture, and process of the company’s organizational structure (Mihail et al., 2013).

H5. Leadership agility is able to moderate by strengthening the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy and reactive personality toward service performance

H6. Leadership agility is able to moderate by strengthening the fit of the relationship between radical innovation strategy and proactive personality toward service performance

H7. Leadership agility is able to moderate by strengthening the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy and mechanical organizational structure toward service performance

H8. Leadership agility is able to moderate by strengthening the fit of the relationship between radical innovation strategy and organic organizational structure toward service performance

3. Research Methods

The survey in this study is carried out with the population of managers of all-levels of the Islamic bank in two provinces, namely East Java and Yogyakarta. The population is selected with the following criteria: Islamic bank managers who work in private and public sector Islamic banks with an income of 15 million to 25 million per month; have worked for at least 5 years; and have worked at Islamic banks that have assets of 150 billion or more. The target sample consists of 250 respondents who work in the Islamic banks of these two provinces, namely East Java and Yogyakarta, and selected by using purposive sampling method. The questionnaires are distributed with the help of work partner’s network who work in banking industry, bank manager associations, and Google Forms. The response rate obtained from this process is 73 percent.

Bipolar semantic differential scale approach is used in this study with the scale interval of 7 (very strongly suitable) to 1 (very strongly unsuitable). It is because this study uses two contingency variables, namely manager’s personality (Pers) (reactive vs. proactive) and Organizational Structure (OS) (mechanical vs. organic). A contingency approach is used because it is crucial when it is linked to business strategy implementation by the companies (Delery & Doty, 1996; Selto & Renner, 1995). This study uses two contingency variables with different and conflicting typologies. As for service innovation strategy variable is concerned, it also has the same type of typologies, namely: incremental (Incr) vs. radical (Rad) service innovation strategy. To measure the company service performance, this study uses 5 indicators of service performance or SERVPERF, namely: time, accessibility, completeness, courtesy, and responsiveness that is measured using 7 point Likert scale (1/very low to 7/very high) compared to other similar company innovation services that belongs to the Islamic bank competitors.

Self-report can be done by the leader or manager (Miller 1987; Govindarajan 1988; Muafi & Kusumawati 2020; Muafi, 2009; Edelman et al., 2005; Armstrong, 1992). This study is complemented by interviews with several Islamic bank managers both in East Java and Yogyakarta Province. This is done to complement the results of the study so that so that the outcome is good and qualitative. The contingency approach is analyzed with the Euclidience Distance (ED) statistical regression technique, and will be tested with Euclidience Distance (ED) moderation regression. Validity and reliability test results concluded that all items and variables are valid and reliable. The measurement for Euclidience Distance or the Misfit score between independent variable of service innovation strategy (incremental vs. radical) is obtained by examining each contingency variable, namely personality and organizational structure.

4. Results

4.1. Description of Respondents

The majority of respondents of this study is male (85%), have worked for at least 5 – 10 years (61%), have bachelor degree (52%), and tend to choose radical service innovation strategy (62%).

4.2. Hypothesis Testing

The results for the hypothesis testing for hypothesis 1 to 8 using ED regression can be seen on Table 1. There are two groups of strategy, namely; incremental (code 1 with n=72) and radical (code 2 with n=112). Furthermore, the Euclidience Distance result is examined with service innovation performance. The statistic test results found that hypothesis 1 to 4 is accepted with the significance level less than 0.05. The results of the test with ED moderation regression also conclude that partially, leadership agility has a role of a moderator in the relationship between incremental and radical strategy between reactive manager personality and mechanical organizational structure, and vice versa. This means that it supports hypothesis 5 to 8 (See Table 1).
leadership agility is partially able to moderate the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy with reactive personality and mechanical organizational structure. Leadership agility is also partially able to moderate the fit of the relationship between radical innovation strategy with proactive personality and organic organizational structure. It turns out that agile and smart leaders have the confidence to capture business opportunities which should be taken for the improvement in the service performance of the companies.

Currently, Islamic banking companies are faced with difficult situations. Covid-19 pandemic has forced the companies to have the ability to seize opportunities by minimizing their weaknesses as well as the threats they face. Some of the strategy of Islamic banking companies that can be applied to current situation is: First, start to revise the growth target due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. The offer given to the customers as the best solution includes restructuring, increasing the financing period and giving a grace period of 3 to 6 months in the credit repayment. It is expected to help customers who are affected by the virus as a solution to the economic crisis. Second, Islamic banking managers must also see the threats and the problems that come along with this pandemic as an opportunity to improve their systems, especially from the point of view of the digital services. Socialization and education must continue to be provided to customers, especially those related to digital payments, so that customers do not feel inferior and afraid when making transactions, either payment or other transactions. Third, there are many opportunities for new financing and investments in fields related to the health sector such as masks, hospital ventilators, virus test kits, vaccines, and other health sector opportunities. Fourth, maintain the function of Islamic banks so that it is still carried out in accordance with the applicable rules, namely maintaining the intermediary function between the parties that hold funds with those who have the principle of profit sharing. The conformity of Islamic principles in bank operations must still

Table 1: The Summary of Regression Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression equation model</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Constanta</th>
<th>Coefficients (beta)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1. $Y = a + b1$ dist Increm.Person+e</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>6.306</td>
<td>$-0.471$</td>
<td>$-4.505$</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2. $Y = a + b1$ dist Increm.OS+e</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>6.068</td>
<td>$-0.371$</td>
<td>$-3.361$</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3. $Y = a + b1$ dist Increm.PersonZ+e</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>6.083</td>
<td>$-0.400$</td>
<td>$-3.674$</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4. $Y = a + b1$ dist Increm.OSZ+e</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>6.274</td>
<td>$-0.469$</td>
<td>$-4.479$</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5. $Y = a + b1$ dist Radic.Person+e</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>6.260</td>
<td>$-0.262$</td>
<td>$-2.855$</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6. $Y = a + b1$ dist Radic.SO+e</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>6.296</td>
<td>$-0.230$</td>
<td>$-2.495$</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7. $Y = a + b1$ dist Radic.PersonZ+e</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>6.228</td>
<td>$-0.315$</td>
<td>$-3.502$</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8. $Y = a + b1$ dist Radic.OSZ+e</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>6.273</td>
<td>$-0.189$</td>
<td>$-2.032$</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *sign $<0.005$.

4.3. Discussion

The results of this study support all hypotheses that are supported. Islamic banking managers in the provinces of East Java and Yogyakarta tend to choose and implement radical rather than incremental service innovations. Nonetheless, the research results proved that there is a fit between the incremental service innovation strategy with reactive manager’s personality and mechanical organizational structure.

Partially, when there is a fit between incremental service innovation strategy with reactive personality and mechanical organizational structure, it will further improve service performance. and vice versa, when there is a fit between radical service innovation strategy with proactive personality and organic organizational structure, it will further enhance the performance of Islamic banking services. The results of this study also supports the previous research (Ashton, 1998; Bateman & Crant, 1993) that individual personality will affect organizational performance when there is a fit with the chosen organizational strategy. Proactive personality is able to improve company performance when the managers can seize business opportunity well. Managers can make strategic decisions related to radical service innovation strategy orientation. When they make the decisions, managers should consider the time and costs that will be taken as well as the risks that is likely to emerge. Kickul & Gundry (2002; Ahadiat 2003) suggested that the pressure from volatile and uncertain external environment forces managers to think and act proactively to capture the opportunities by creating organic organizational structures. It is because managers need to have highly flexible rules although they are exposed to high risks. Covid-19 pandemic has forced managers to make spectacular breakthroughs and flexible policies. Moreover, based on the research results, it is concluded that leadership agility is partially able to moderate the fit of the relationship between incremental innovation strategy with reactive personality and mechanical organizational structure.
be continued. It is done to maintain the trust and reputation as an Islamic bank. Managers should not let Islamic banks be considered bad because of poor management, and they should also not let it be considered like the conventional banks.

Ramdani et al. (2017) found that managers who have openness to experience and evaluate personalities tend to face the dynamic circumstances with innovative strategic choices instead of strategies that emphasize on the aspect of efficiency/cost leadership. Nadkarni & Herrmann (2010) suggested that flexibility strategy is more recommended when managers or leaders have proactive orientation with lateral and flexible communication direction. Leaders should be more open and should be able to encourage, as well as have new and creative ideas which are needed to carry out radical innovation (Aronson et al., 2008). The research results from Aronson, et al. (2008; Waheed & Dastgeer 2019) also concluded that managers with proactive personalities will have radical creativity. When choosing and implementing innovation strategies, managers must adjust to the stages of the company’s business cycle (Hui & Qing-xi 2006). It is very important so that managers do not make mistakes when making strategic decisions in improving company service performance. Managers also need to carefully consider the costs and benefits that will be generated, and therefore they will not experience failure. It is added by Sen & Ghandforoush (2018; Abiodun 2017; Hui & Qing-xi 2006) that managers who implement radical innovations are able to improve company performance and competitive advantage. Radical innovation can be carried out with product, process, and administration innovation. Service performance can be emphasized on the time dimension, accessibility, completeness, courtesy, and responsiveness.

Nevertheless, there are also a number of Islamic banking managers who still choose and implement incremental innovative strategies. Some of the consideratons turned out to be that they preferred to continue making changes in innovation by simply adding a few insignificant features in the products and services, and did not make significant changes to the organizational structure. In general, they face relatively tighter and very limited budget and time conditions. These conditions usually occurs with managers who work in public-owned Islamic banking. They tend to be careful and not careless while they still prioritize to provide satisfaction to their customers in improving service performance. They often discuss and agree to choose an innovation strategy that will be carried out before it is being introduced to customers.

It is in accordance with the theory and research conducted by Liu et al. (2010; De Simone 2017), that when companies are faced with the pressure of hostile and volatile external environment, they agree to carry out the business model with the same policy and strategy. It is done with the view that the customers can choose the products and services offered, because sometimes the customers get confused and insecure about the system changes offered if they are radically changed. Therefore, when a company chooses incremental innovation strategy, the company should use a mechanical organizational structure while remaining reactive to the situations, so that the company is able to improve service performance satisfactorily. On the contrary, when a company chooses radical innovation strategies, the company should have organic organizational structure by proactively seizing existing business opportunities as well as paying attention to the costs and time that have been allocated.

When leaders have leadership agility, they should be able to empower their staff and increase the role of the managers so that they continue to remain smart and agile in making decisions tailored to the innovation strategy that will be chosen. This can happen because of the different types of organizations and policies adopted by each Islamic banks belonging to both the private and public sectors. Leadership agility turns out to have the ability to strengthen the strategy agreement that is carried out because it has the ability to drive the company service performance both in incremental and radical innovation strategy. The efforts to improve employees’ mobilization can be done by increasing their competence, especially those related to their respective work units by linking expertise in terms of information technology and digitalization. It needs to be done because by having knowledge and skills of good products and services, employees will be able to transfer their knowledge and skills to the customers well. Socialization and education to customers must be carried out continuously by utilizing social media through Whatsapp, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, e-mail, and other types of social media.
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